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Thomson scattering has been developed at the Nova laser facility as a direct and accurate
diagnostic to characterize inertial confinement fusion plasmas. Measurements from methane-
fill~ ignition-relevant hohlraums apply the theory for two ion species plasmas, which has been
tested in separate open geometry experiments, to obtain electron and ion temperatures. The
experimental data provide a benchmark for two-dimensional hydrodynamic simulations using
LASNEX,which is presently in use to predict the performance of future megajoule laser-driven
hohlraums of the National Ignition Facility (ND?).The data are consistent with modeling using
significantly inhibited heat transport at the peak of the drive. Furthermore, we fmd that stagnating
plasma regions on the hohkaum axis are well described by the calculations. Thk mult implies
that stagnation in gas-filled hohlraums occurs too late to directly affect the capsule implosion in
ignition experiments.

1. Introduction

fhsion, gas-filled hoblraums are used as

into a soft x-ray radiation field to achieve a

In the indinxt drive approach to inertial confinement

radiation enclosures converting high-power laser energy

symmetic high-convergence capsule implosion.1 The gas fill is utilized to reduee inward motion of

the gold wall plasma and to obtain high soft x-ray radiation symmetry.~ To understand the physics

of gas-ftied hohlraums such as the energetic, beam deflection or stagnation processes, we have

performed collective Thomson scattering measurements from the low-Z gas plasma. These

experiments provide temporally and spatially resoIv~ m~ments of the el~~ temwm Te,
\

ion temperature TI and plasma flow v in ignition-relevant hohlraums’$~s, thus’”~bnchmarking

hydrodynamic simulations.

The hohlraum plasmas were produced at the Nova laser facilhy using standard millimeter-size

gold cavities filled with methane. A gas fill giving a two ion species plasma with hydrogen is used to

increase ion Landau damping of the ion acoustic plasma waves which reduces laser energy losses by

stimulated Brillouin Scattering.bIt is therefore adopted in designs of future hohlraurns of the National

Ignition Facility (NW) which use a cryogenic hydrogen-helium fill.

For these reasons, we first performed an open geometry experiment verifying the theory

developed by Fejefi~9 for Thornson scattering spectra from two ion species plasmas. Subsequent

Thomson scattering experiments to chmwkxkm methane-filed millimeter-size hohlraumslo show a



steep rise of the electron temperature to 5 keV at the peak of the laser drive which is consistent with

calculations I only by strongly inhibiting the electron heat transport. Ion tempmtums and plasma

flow, i.e., quantities which are not sensitive to the choice of the heat transport flux limiter, agree quite

well with the simulations.

2. Experiments

The experiments were performed with the Nova laser facility at the Lawrence Llvermom National

Laboratory. It is a Ndglass laser operating at 1.055 pm (10) which can be frequency converted to 2co

or 30. The hohlraurns were heated with eight or nine 3Wbeams with energies of 21-25 k.1.They were

cylindrical gold enclosures of 2750 ~ length and with a radius of 800 ~m. These targets are

commonly referred to as scale-1 hohlraums which are standard targets for capsule implosions.A The

gas fill was 1 atmosphem of CH4 giving an initial electron density of ~ = 2.7 x 1020 cm-3 when

fully ionized. The hohlraums were heated with 8 or 9 unsoothed heater beams of the Nova laser that

are arranged in cones on either side of the hohlraum so that each beam forms an angle of 500 to the

hohlraum axis. The heater beams penetrate the hohlraurn at both ends through laser entrance holes

(LEH) of 600 pm radius (Fig. 1) which am covered with 0.35 pm thick polyimide membranes. The

beams cross at the center of the holes and are diverging so that they produce an elliptical spot on the

hohlraum wall of about 700 ym x 500 jun size. We applied shaped laser pulses of 2.2 ns duration

which rise from 0.6- 1.8 ‘IW per beam within approximately 1 ns (cf. Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: Schematic of the hohlraum setup. An electron temperature contour calculated by LASNEX for a
gas-filled hohlraum without a capsule is included for t = @ + 0.8 ns. The location of the scattering
volume indkated by the shaded area is in a rather homogeneous part of the CH-plasma. Also shown is
the laser power of a single beam together with measured losses by stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS)
and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS). The total energy loss is 14%.

The probe beam used for Thomson scattering was one of the Nova beams operating at 20 (~ =

526.6 nm) in a 4 ns long square pulse. Typical energies of 500 J e E <1 kJ were employed with
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thee diffenmt f~ spot sizes at the scattering volume. Intensities of the probe laser at the scattering

volume are smaller than the nominal intensity because of absorption of the probe. The experiments

show no significant effixt of the probe laser on the plasma conditions. Especially the hohlraums were

diagnosed with probe laser intensities which vw by one order of magnitude without affecting the

temperature of the plasma.

The scattered light was imaged at a scattering angle of O = 104o with ti10 optics and a 1:1.5

magnification onto the entrance slit of a lm spectrometer. An optical streak camera was used to record

spectra with 30 ps temporal resolution. High spatial discrimination of 133Jlmin thevertical direction

and 66pm in the axial direction was obtained by choosing the entrance slit width of the spectrometer

to be 200 y.m and by employing a streak camera slit height of 100 pm. Collective Thomson scattering

is expected for the parametem of the experiments (electron density, temperature, scattering angle, and

probe laser wavelength). ~ical scattering parametm am GC=1* >3, and light is predominantly

scattemxiinto the namow ion feature of the Tho

D

“ g spectrum.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the Thomson scattering data from a gas-ftied hohlraum heated with 8 heater beams

with a total energy of 21 IcJ.The scattering volume is 400 pm inside of the hohlraum (cf. Fig. 1) and

the Thomson scattered light is observed through a diagnostic window (700 pm x 400 pm) which is

cut into the hohlraum wall and also covered with polyimide. For to < t < to + 0.65 ns, no Thomson

scattering signal can be observed. Estimates show that during this time the polyimi& foil which

covers the diagnostic window produces an overdense plasma for ti light. During that time a faint line

due to stray light or unconverted 20 light from the heater beams can be identified on Fig. 2(a). It is

used as a timing and wavelength fiducial. For@+ 0.65 m < t e to + 1.1 ns two broad symmetric ion

acwstic features are obsemed hm light scattering off the CH4-plasma. For to + 1.1 ns < t < to +

1.6 ns, when the heater beam power rises signi@mtly (Fig. 1), the separation of the ion acoustic

fmtures increases indicating a rising clectmn temperate and, in addition, the width of the ion

acoustic features narrows showing an even fmter increase of the ion temperature of the plasma.

Furthermore, the Thomson scattering spectxurn shows an asymmetry probably related to electron heat

flux towards the hohlraum wall which would result in different electron Landau daii@ig of the co-

and counter-propagating ion acoustic waves. 12 For t > to + 1.6 ns, a cut-off of$he Thomson

scattering signal occurs because the electron density of the CH-plasma rises steadily during the

heating of the hohlraum due to compression by the inward-moving wall plasma. The Thomson

scattering spectra from the hohlraum experiments consist of four features: Two co- and counter-

propagating ion acoustic waves belonging to C (slow wave) and to H (fast wave).G Fitting the data

with the form factor for a two ion species plasm which has been tested in separate open geometry

experiments, yields the separation and the mIative damping of both waves measuring accurately the

electron and ion temperature of the plasma.’
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Fig. 2 Time-resolved Thomson scattering spectrum for 8 heater beams (a). The spectra am fitted with
the fomr factor of Evsns giving electron and ion temperature of the plasma (b).

F@re 2 (b) shows the spectra at t = to + 0.9 ns and t = to + 1.3 ns averagedover 80 ps together

with a fit using the form factor of Evans.9 For the &ts analysis it is assumed that light scattering

occurs on a fully ionized CH-plssma since temporally resolved two-dimensionsf x-ray images

observing the Au-plasma emission at energies of E >2.5 keV show that Au-ions were not present in

the scattering volume for t <to+ 1.7 ns.

In Figure 3 we plot the temporal evolution of the electron and ion temperature from Thomson

acattenng along with the tesults of the radiation hydrodynamic L43m simulations. Dsts. am shown

for 8 heater beams (a), (c) and for 9 heater beams (b), (d). The experimental ektron tetnperatums

clearly scale with the number of heater beams. We observe peak vahres of 4.5 keV and 5.2 keV,

respectively. Calculations are shown for various (constant) free streaming electron heat transport flux

limiters in the range of f = 0.5- f = 0.01. The hohlrsum axis is chosen to be the axi%of symmetry in

the two-dimensionsf calculations. For example, using f = 0.025 agrees with the experi?hental electron

temperatures to within 35%. However, the best description of the experimental data is obtained when

assuming a time-varying flux limiter of f = 0.1 at early times decreasing to f = 0.01 at the peak of the

drive (dashed curve in Figure 3). Alternatively, we can model the experiment with clsssicsd transport

reduced by a factor of 5-10. For gas-filled holdraum plasmas, electron heat transport inhibition due to

magnetic fields by a factor of about 20 was prdcted by Bodner. 13Also, non local heat trsrtsport14

could be important for the pmaent observations. We started to perform calculations with a preliminary

model for self-consistent toroidal magnetic fields. They use f=O.5which is equivalent to classical heat

transport and show an increase of the electron temperature by 77. at the Thomson scattering volume.
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This increase is not sufficient to explain our experimental observations. However, the calculations do

show locaked hot spots near the center of the hohlraum. It is obvious that threedimensional

calculations will be necessq to obtain a definitive answer on the importance of magnetic fields on

electron heat transport in gas-filled hohlraums.
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Hohlraum electron and ion temperatures as a fimction of time for 8 (a), (c) and 9 (b), (d) heater
respectively, together with hydrodynamic simulations with various electron heat flux limiters. The
curve in (a) and (b) employs a time-varying flux limiter.

Ion temperatures as a function of time for 8 or 9 heater beams me shown in Fig. 3. They are less

sensitive to the heat flux limiter. The experimental ion temperatures show a steep rise to a peak value

of 4 keV. From the hydrodynamic simulations we deduce that this behavior is due to stagnation of the

compressed low-Z plasma on the axis of the hohlraum. In Fig. 3 the simulated ion temperature rise is

bdelayed compared to the experimental data by -0.4 ns (c) while in case of 9 heater “ , a delay of

-0.2 ns occurs (d). These observations can be explained by the fact that the ~ydrodynamic

simulations are two-dimensional and assume a cylindrical symmetric heating. However, in the case

of 8 heater beams the heating is fairly asymmetric so that the plasma stagnates slightly off-axis closer

to the Thomson scattering volume giving rise to an earlier ion temperature increase thsn seen in the

simulations. In case of 9 heater beams the symmetry of the heating is improved and stagnation occurs

closer to the hohlraum axis so that the beginning of the ion temperature rise is better described by the

LASNEXsimulations. In particular, the reasonable agreement between the ion temperatures measured

at the peak of the drive and the maximum calculated ion temperatures shows that stagnation processes

in gas-filled hohh-sums are rather well described by the simulations.
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4. Conclusions

We have developed Thomson scattering as a powerfhl diagnostic of inertial confinement fhsion

plasmas. Open geometry experiments were performed veriging the theory of Fejefi~9 for two ion

species plasmas. Applying this theory for the Thomson scattering spectra from closed geometry

hohlraum plasmas produced with 21-25 kJ at the Nova laser facility benchmarked radiation

hydrodynamic LASNEX simulations. The ion temperatures and plasma flow, i.e., quantities which

am not sensitive to the choice of the heat transport flux limiter, agnx quite well with the simulations.

This result implies that stagnation occurs too late in gas-filled hohlraums so that the= is no direct

effect of the high pressure stagnating plasma on the fusion capsuIe. GrI the other hand, the

experimental electron temperatures am best approximated with a time-varying flux limiter showing

large eleotmn heat transport inhibition at the peak of the drive. This observation is presently not

understood. We have started to include heat transport limiting effects into the hydrodynamic modeling

but more calculational and experimental work nma.ins to be done for a complete description of the

heat transport in gas-filled hohlraums. This study further shows that detailed measurements such lilw

Thomson scattering will be extremely helpfid for our understanding of the physics in ignition

experiments.
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